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ral hours before their
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to the Elks State
und for caring for
fferers, will enterclubrooms Thursday
10, with a bridge
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for the last Tobacco
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sic for the benefit
p Stevens, president
State Association,
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persons as possible,
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Work Begins On Band Members
Landscaping Of Win Honors At
Courthouse Yard Regional Meet
Beautification Project Is Expected To
Be Completed In
About Two Weeks

No. 38
Represents Butler
In State Contest

County Officials
To Protest Tax
Raise By State

Four Awarded Trips
To State Music Festival At Bowling
Green April 25-26.

Hearing To Be Heard
At Frankfort April
14 On 5 to 20 Percent Increase

Landscaping of the Caldwell
A hearing to determine whethButler High School's band
er Princeton's 1941 taxes on cercounty courthouse yard began members, competing in the Rethis week, shrubs for the beauti- gional Music Festival at Maditain properties will be from 5 to
sonville, Friday and Saturday,
20 percent higher will be held
fication arriving Tuesday and
were winners of four ratings of
Monday, April 14, before the
will be completed in about two superior, giving Princeton
four
State Tax Commission at Frankweeks, County Agent J. F. Gra- entries in the State festival at
fort, Coanty Attorney George
ham said. The area plotted sev- Bowling Green April 25-26..
Eldred said Tuesday.
Director Kendall Bryant eneral weeks ago by N. R. Elliott,
The State agency notified
professor of landscaping at the tered 24 in the various divisions,
Caldwell county officials Monwhich included HI students as
LESTER
JANE
MARTHA
day that the tax rate would have
University of Kentucky, will be a
number took part in more than
resitiltman at Butler High, this to be increased on town lots,
Officers of Princeton's 0311-pieoe band include two repre- .landscaped by Alton Templeton, one contest, and 10 were win- $41.
13-year-old daughter of Mr. and percent; land, 5 percent; housesentatives of Butler High School who will participate in the aided by J. L. Sigler, jailer.
ners of creditable ratings, he Mrs. J. B. Lester, will represent hold and
kitchen furniture, 29
said
Monday.
Campaign which was begun
State Musical Festival at Bowling Green, April 25-26. The offiher school and this community percent; motor vehicles, 20 perBesides
the
four
winning
trips
cers (left to right) are: Front row, Elizabeth Worrell, Director three weeks ago to raise money
in the State forensic contest at cent, and livestock, 20 percent.
for the project had netted $218 to the State meet, Mx of Bry- the University of Kentucky, Lex- The 1941 Caldwell rates are conKendall Bryant, and Jane Worrell; back row, Bob Nuckols, A. G.
ant's
entries
were
excellent
rat- ington, beginning today. She siderably below standard,
Tuesday, W. E. Jones, chairman
the
Butler. Arnold Barnes and Otis Wood. The two regional conte,
st
of the finance committee said, ings and one was adjudged good. won superior rating in the re- commission said, and a blanket
winners who go to Bowling Green are Elizabeth Worrell and
Superiors included J. P. Bees- gional contest at Madisonyllle raise appears
and was about $30 short of the
inevitable for the
Butler. The bend will compete as a unit in the State meet.
goal. The work will require ley, baritone; Donald Granstaff, last week.
county to attain position to meet
about three weeks for comple- drums; A. G. Butler, pupil dinecessary yearly expenses, the
recting, and the cornet quartet
tion, Mr. Graham said.
letter stated.
The following had contributed composed of Elizabeth Worrell,
Mr. Eldred, County Judge
Tuesday: Kiwanis Club, Book- Ed Carter, Joe Long and A. G.
Handberry, County Court Clerk
lovers Club, Caldwell County Butler.
Phillip Stevens and County
Those receiving excellent ratTreasurer William E. Jones will
Annual meeting of the local Farm Bureau, United Daughters
of the Confederacy, West EndL ing were N. H. Talley, French
go to Frankfort to protest the
Farm Bureau will be held FriClub, Caldwell County Game and' horn; George Greer, clarinet;
Increase. Others from Princeton
day, April 10, at Butler High Fish Association,
Club,
Bob
Nuckols,
the
trombone;
Elks'
and Caldwell county are expectSchool with Ben Kilgore, execu- Caldwell County Homemakers' clarinet quartet composed of
ed to accompany the delegation,
Jane
Worrell,
George
Greer,
Nortive secretary of the State Farm Association, J. F. Graham, Mr.'
he said, but no special persona
man Bromley and Allie Butler;
had been named Wednesday.
A new rock quarrying opera- Bureau, as principal speaker, w. and Mrs. Clifton Pruett, Gradscrugham,1
In
a
offiletter
to members,
Junior High Sc h oo I chorus;
atium Club, Nancy
tion and one of considerable G. McConnell, president, of the
Wilson Rout, Ruth Hobgood,land the brass sextet composed cers and directors of the Prince- W. E. Jones Reelected
magnitude was inaugurated at Caldwell organization, said Tues- Robbie
Lou Hobgood, Mrs. Joby of Elizabeth Worrell, Ed Carter, ton Golf and Country Club an- County Treasurer
Cedar Bluff Quarry Monday day.
Loftus, J. L. Sigler, R. E. Tray- i N. H. Talley, J. P. Beesley, Bob nounce that for the first time
this year, special arrangements
About 90 members in good lor, Kentucl*, Utilities, percy lNuckols and A. G. Butler.
morning when E. C. Schroeder,
W. E. Jones, county treasurer,
Arnold Barnes was rated good are being made to make the was reelected to his second 4of McGregor. Iowa, began prep- standing will be invited, he said. George. Caldwell Cowl' ty Health
clubhouse
to
women
more
useful
in
the
brass
horn
competition.
Department,
George-94w*,
Mayear tenure by action of the
arations Pa takeout 900,00Q ouges Dinner .v411 e atuved by She
lt,hic- Lodge, Autertcan Legion Iletlees till--piete "'band will membees, with the- house ,at'alr- Fiscal Court, Tuesday, April 1.
yards of rock, to be used ger home economics aepartment at
able
tr9t
reservation
for
Handber-11
private
,
ompete
in
the
State
Musical
Auxiliary, Judge A. F.
His term will begin April 4. Mr.
rip-rap stone for the Arkabulta Butler High School at 6:30 p.m. ry. Women's Club, W. E. Jones,' ir
stival at Bowling Green in parties to which local guests Jones was elected to his present
W. 0. Parr, district organizer Leona
may
be
invited.
With
Darn, on Coldwateg River, Herthis
exA.
11
as
a
unit.
The
National
Trader, Elbert McCaslin,'
position four years ago, after
for the Farm Bureau, will be a H.
nando, Miss.
C. Young, P. A. Steele, Phil- meet, to be held in May, will be ception, privileges of the club, serving as postmaster here for
golf
course
and
house
The order, for which Mr. visitor, Mr. McConnell said.
are
reat
Jackson,
Miss.
lip Stevens, Merry Maids Club,
13 years.
served for members.
Schroeder is contractor, will rePrinceton Order of the Eastern
Saul
Progrotsky,
chairman
railof
5,000
quire approximately
Star and a person whose name
the house committee, has comroad cars to transport and it is
was not given.
pleted arrangements for Prof.
expected about 20 cars a day
Among the group contributand Mrs. K. V. Bryant to have
will be loaded. The operation
ing are two non-residents of
charge of the clubhouse this
thus will extend over about a
Princeton, Messrs. Steele and
year, It is announced.
year and a half.
George.
Greens have been completely
The contractor will bring in
reworked and should soon be
his own equipment and crew,
Sheriff Mitchell In
the best in this section of the
W. C. Sparks, quarry owner, said
Louisville For Treatment
State, the officials' letter says.
Monday, but will also hire some
Ito obtain for Cald- local labor, probably 15 to 20
The entertainment committee
Orbie Mitchell, Caldwell counState rearing pond men.
Princeton's street building pro- ty sheriff, is in Louisville under
James E. Darnell, 59, Roselle, has arranged four special evWith mumps rampant in moat
ture, the Caldwell
The rip-rap rock will be taken gram, inclusive of repairs to be treatment for a throat operation Kas., was killed early Monday ents: In June, a basket picnic; surrounding area s, numerous
e and Fish Protec- out as a separate operation from made on asphalt surfaces and he underwent several
in
July,
a
barbecue;
in
August,
weeks ago. night when a truck he was drivcases have been reported in
ion will hold a joint the regular crushed rock busi- laying of concrete in connection Leaving
here a week ago, he will ing left the Princeton-Dawson a watermelon party, and in Sep- Caldwell county, about 12 in
With members of ness of the Cedar Bluff Quarry, with WPA here, will be speeded probably remain
tember,
a
weiner roast. The Princeton, Dr.
there about 11) highway, near the Caldwell
J. M. Dishman
county club Mon- Mr. Sparks said, and will not in up in the next few weeks, it more days.
county line, and plunged more club looks forward to the best said Wednesday. The disease has
pril 7. A large at- any way interfere with the quar- was announced at Monday
than 260 feet down an incline year in its history, members co- not seriously affected school at. xpected.
night's meeting of the city counry's normal routine.
Darnell was a former resident operating, the officials' com- tendance, he said. A threatencounty offers great
cil.
of Caldwell county but had been munication states. J. F. Graham ing measles epidemic has not
for fish restocking
Asphalt streets can be repairliving in Kansas the last several is president, Glenn Farmer, vice broken loose, the doctor said.
the club believe, and
ed satisfactorily with about 125
years. He was visiting relatives president; George Eldred, secreDr. Dishman said the health
tary. Directors are W. C. Sparks, department
interested in this
A Baptist Promotional Confer- here and at Dawson Springs.
tons of crushed limestone and
planned to begin
Sam
Kolinsky,
Saul
Pogrotsky,
servation are urged
2,5(10 gallons of oil, the council ence for this region will be held
Cause of the accident was not
examination of all dairy emhe meeting, which
Madisonville, April 2—A hear- was advised by Lester Stanley. at the First Baptist Church here established, State Patrolman Grayson Harrelson and W. L. ployes in Caldwell county
soon.
at the courthouse at ing scheduled for April 11 at Entire cost, he said, would total Tuesday, April 8. Speakers will Clyde Twisdale. A coroner's jury Mays.
Health certificates for employes
inproposed
provide
Main
a
and
to
night.
on
$425,
Owensboro
be Dr. J. M. Burnette, Dr. W. M. returned a verdict Monday of
about
Monday
are necessary, he said, In order
county club, of crease in minimum prices of Washington, needing repair, with Wood, Dr. George Ragland, Dr. death from injuries suffered in
for dairies to reach or maintain
KenYork is president truck mine coal in Western
efficient surfaces
Clyde Breland and Dr. J. W. the accident. Testimony revealgrade A ratings
Grooms secretary, tucky has been postponed until
Owners of the Brandon Broth- Black and their subjects: Mis- ed Darnell sustained a broken
An examination of restaurants
bership for 1941 of April 17, according to the Bitu- ers' Cafe, object last week of sions, Evangelism, Stewardship, nose, lacerated lip and a large
and food stores, begun late in
rested in wildlife minous Coal Division, U. S. De- complaint charging loitering and and Christian Education. Morn- bruise on top of his head in the
1940, is almost completed. The
rvation.
drunkenness late at night, ap- ing session will begin at 10:00 crash.
Eddyville, April 2(—Tommy inspection of equipment and
partment of Interior.
peared before the council ask- o'clock and afternoon meeting
Funeral arrangements were not Willie Hatfield, 24, serving a life sanitary conditions in the estabing cooperation of the city in at 1:15 o'clock. The program of complete Wednesday but burial term for armed robbery, fatally lishments is followed by display
/9
maintaining a respectable estab- the local church will be particu- will probably be at the Ausen- • stabbed Charles L. McNear, 22, of cards showing to what class
larity emphasised, it was said.
lishment.
baugh cemetery, near Dawson a fellow convict, on the grounds the establishment belongs, the
A petition for surfacing a porof Eddyville State Penitentiary health officer said. All but two
Springs.
(By Associated Press)
tion of Morgan avenue, between
Besides his widow, Mr. Darnell about 4 o'clock Tuesday after- Princeton restaurants are Class
NA, Ky., April 2—It's been some time since
South Seminary and South Jefis survived by two sons, Shelton, noon, according to Warden Jess A. he said.
VanHook, 52, has been involved In an accident, so
ferson, was accepted by the
a chance to recall the score of mishaps which
Roselle, Kas., and Ford, Colo- Buchanan.
IllIchanan said Hatfield used a
council and filed.
rado; a brother, Joe Darnell,
gued his life
Luther
Greer,
11.
son
of
Mr.
The rock quarry lease under
sts them thus:
Dawson Springs; and a sister, dirk he fashioned from a screw
Greer,
near
Mrs.
FreTom
and
which the city obtained material
C age of five, he fell into a fire and received lifeMrs. Mary Cart e r, Dawson driver. The warden said he had
not completed his investigation
last year was renewed by vote donia, Crittenden county, was Springs.
S. When he was eight he fell into a pond on his
he
fell
Tuesday
when
killed
from
Seniors of Butler High School
of the council.
Relatives here include Mrs. and didn't know what prompted
farm and nearly drowned. '
riding.
Young
he
was
a
horse
have almost $200 in a vacation
n, he broke an arm; at 15, he broke a leg. At colLuther Hobby, Mrs. G. W. Stal- the killing.
entangled
in
became
the
Greer
fund which will finance a trip
ling. Mrs. Willie Goodaker, sisuttered a broken nose.
harness and was dragged several ter-in-law. Another sisternear the end of school, Clara
'1 he almost last his life when he jumped into a
in hundred feet. He was en route law, Mrs. Jess Bottnott,
Sponsor John Sims said Tueson attempt to save a companion's life. anon he
lives at
to plow when the accident oc- Dawson Springs.
day. The class began saving
typhoid fever.
Butler High School's football curred. Besides his parents he
last fall, with each senior
in 1917 he underwent a surgical operation and
Joe Orange, son of M. L. saving a small amount each
team will play a spring practice is survived by seven brothers.
Local Scout Troop Wins
later, while examining an old pistol, accidentally
Orange, has received promotion month. Special programs are
game at Butler stadium against
If in the abdomen.
Ribbon For Window Display
to managership of a Hull-Dobbs also being given to add money
the Bulldogs of Providen^e, Fri- Mable Johnson Returns
ook enlisted in the Marines after recovering from
The local Boy Scout troop un- Enterprise food store at Spring- to the fund Extent of the trip
day afternoon, April 11, Coach From Nashville Hospital
versales and, of course, was in a truck when it
der the leadership of Scout- field, Mass. He had been work- will not be determined until latJohn Sims said Wednesday. An
d, killing and injuring several prisoners. He esMiss Mabel Johnston, McCon- master Alton Templeton WRS ing with the company only about er, Sims said.
of the 33 candidates for the
t)) minor injuries.
nell Electric Company employe, awarded a blue ribbon for ar- four months when he was adPrinceton team pro'—'sly
as had Pneumonia several times and has been in
game who has been ill in a Nashville rangement of a window depict- vanced. Orange is a graduate of
take part, he said.
W. D. Russell, manager of Mcohne accidents—the worst of which occurred six
hospital the la:t week, has re- ing Boy Scout ideals and prin- Butler High School and has been Elroy's store, has recovered from
will be open to the public.
0 near Georgetown, when a man was killed, anturned home and is rapidly im- ciples during Boy Scout Week employed in various, places the illnesi resulting from a throat
l'sualY hurt and VanHook only slightly injured.
Charles "Sunshine" Goodaker, proving. She was stricken with several months ago. The win- last 8 years. A brother, Elliot, infection. He became 111 Saturusines57 He sells insurance!
Owensboro, visited friends here a severe sinus infection March dow display was at Brown Fur- Is manager of a Hull-Dobbs day and was confined to his
niture Company.
21.
store in Detroit.
Tuesday and Wednesday.
home most of the week.
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Truck Leaves Highway, Plunges 260
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TRAFFIC CONGESTION
IS EXPENSIVE
A value of three-quarters of a cent has
been placed upon every minute lost by passenger cars, 1.47 cents for buses and commercial cars, 1.38 cents for taxis, based upon
gasoline wastage, wear on brakes and motors and time lost by drivers.
In Princeton, a start was made recently
to relieve the badly ,congested business district of some of its traffic troubles by promulgation of a city ordinance which provided
for onc-way traffic on two sides of the courthouse square. Many long tolerated abuses
still are permitted however which belong to
the horse-and-buggy era and which must be
eliminated, if Princeton traffic flow is to keep
step with the progress manifest here in
other ways.
People will, in fact they do here, put up
with traffic congestion as long as nothing
is endangered but lives, tempers and nerves.
It is to be hoped that now the country
is becoming conscious of the cost in terms
of cash, something will be done about it.

•

PLEASANT DIVIDENDS
FOR PRINCETONIANS
Roger W. Babson, widely quoted authority, had this to say in a recently published article in the Official Bulletin of the
United States Travel Bureau:
"In my latest trek across the country,
I was impressed anew with the vitality of
hosts of our smaller cities. We are witnessing, I judge, the last days of the era when
you could contact a large percentage of the
Nation's population by sight-seeing a few
big cities."
"The day of the small town is dawning.
Here will occur the outstanding developments in later years. Here will be located the
true center of the economic stage."
Which is the idea of an American of
wide experience about how important towns
like Princeton will be in the years which lie
immediately ahead.
Recently the Leader expressed the opinion that this whole section would be visited
by many thousands of tourists, in the next
few years, visitors who will come this way
because, first, of curiosity concerning the
huge Kentucky Dam development, at Gilbertsville, and later, to enjoy the multiple
recreational attractions and advantages
which will be afforded by the great inland
lake, 186 miles long, such as fishing, boating,
swimming, camping and all the other outof-doors enjoyment provided by the counterpart of the Gilbertsville Dam, already doing

a tremendous tourist business ... the Norris
Dam and its large reservoir.
Roger Babson has seen the vision; and
predicts what he and others who have had
opportunity to glimpse the future know is
sure to come: A great and more abundant
share in the life of the Nation for towns such
as this.
Forward looking citizens of Princeton
forming plans to do their part
already
are
toward making this an attractive place for
the coming thousands to linger in; for these
nomads of the highway spend dollars along
the way.
The tourist business is Big Business in
the United States and it is certain to be
much bigger in the next few years, because
this country is and will be the only safe
place in which to travel. It will pay Princetonians pleasant dividends to invest something in the tourist business. Because the
tourists are coming this way and the dividends are sure.
•
ANDREW MELLON'S GIFT
Through the beneficence of the late Andrew W. Mellon, banker, industrialist, former
Secretary of the Treasury and philanthropist,
the new National Gallery of Art in Washington was presented to the nation March 18,
and accepted by President Roosevelt.
Mellon's gift included the magnificent
building, which is longer than the Capitol
and cost 15 million dollars, and his celebrated
collection of paintings and sculptures, valued
at 50 million. At the same time S. H. Kress
presented his collection of Italian paintings
and sculptures, valued at 25 million.
It was also announced that the 50 million dollar collection owned by Joseph E.
Widener of Philadelphia would be given to
the National Gallery eventually, and that
other valuable donations were in prospect.
This great collection of art treasures
will be open free to the public every day in
the year, except Christmas and New Year's
Day. The gallery will be open from 10 to 5
week days and from 2 to 5 Sundays.
,The lifellon and Kress collections contain
a teill of, 501 paintings and 44 sculptures,
but occupy only a small portion of the vast
marble building, which has four acres of exhibition space.
In giving this splendid edifice and art
collection to the people of the United States,
Mr. Mellon stipulated that it should not bear
his name, but that it should be known simply
as the National Gallery of Art. His name
will inevitably be associated with it, however, in the minds of his countrymen for
generations to come.

•

NEW L. S. U. PRESIDENT
After a period of turmoil under the
regime of the late Huey Long, culminating
in the conviction and sentence to the penitentiary of its president, James Monroe
Smith, in 1939, Louisiana State University
has made good progress toward rehabilitation under its acting president, Dr. Paul M.
Hebert.
A few days ago the University's board
of supervisors unanimously offered the permanent presidency to Major General Campbell B. Hodges of the regular Army, who
will retire from the military service to accept the post, effective July 1.
General Hodges is a native of Louisiana,
60 years old and a bachelor, who has had a
notable career since his graduation from
West Point in 1903. He was awarded the
Distinguished Service Medal for service in
France during the World War, and was military aide to Presidents Hoover and Roosevelt. He has recently commanded the Fifth
Army Corps at Camp Beauregard, La. He
was once military instructor at L. S. U., and
declined the presidency when it was offered
to him some 15 years ago.
It is recalled that the first president of
the University in 1860 was a military man,
William Tecumseh Sherman, who resigned
when secession became imminent. Sherman
was a West Pointer, who resigned from the
army in 1853, but returned to the service at
the outbreak of the Civil War, finally succeeding Grant as commanding general of the
United States Army when the latter became
President.
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Yugoslav Army Takes Battle
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DOTTED ARROWS INDICATE how Yugoslavia,
against
neutral diplomats, moved to organize military forces
forces
possible German attempts to take over the country with
innow in Bulgaria and in the region of Vienna. Black arrow
and
dicates recent German troop movement through Rumania
Bulgaria to the Greek border. This movement has reversed itself south of Sofia and turned toward the Yugoslav border, placing Nazi forces against two possible fronts. British military assistance from the south (striped arrow) has been moved into
Greece. Prince Paul of Yugoslavia was reported arrested at
Vinkovci, northwest of Belgrade.

Odd But Scie
By

Howard lila
AP Science };di
Durham, N. C.—Cont
eat fires for the purpose,
long leaf pine tree forest
posed by Frederick A.
W.J. Barbour, of Duke
The long leaf pines
valuable lumber trees.
of burning the brush
growths to stimulate t
is explained in the p
Phythopathology.
Long leaf pine, Wolf
bour Say, has great
withstand fire. The natur
of this pine were made
they think, only by nit
structive forest fires.
pose to revive nature's
but to keep the fires und
On ground where the
years' accumulation of
ter, the long leaf pine
not sprout. A fire set in t
would clear the ground
scattered in the spring.
When the little pines
much larger than tall
can live through flair
wipe out vegetation aro
Brown-spot, a diseas
needles of long leaf pin
down by heat.
•

Looking Back
PEN NYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
The all-day bridge players granted a boon to the pestered Pennyriler last week by calling off their
meeting ... Dassen't say much but
bridge does interfere considerably
with our office routine, first of each
week. And doesn't always send the
"boss" home happy either!
•
Unkind Fate kept this admirer
from attending Man 0' War's 24th
birthday celebration last Saturday,
at Fairway Farm, near Lexington
. . . Old Red's anniversary comes
two days after mine and I feel
sortaf sentimental about the old
boy . . . Lexington newsmen declare the greatest race horse of
them all draws about 250,000 visitors to see him every year . . .
which helps Lyter Donaldson and
cohorts build more and better highways.
•
Undoubtedly there are others
like the Pennyriler who guessed
wrong about the Oscars and
thought maybe Jimmy Stewart
was lucky to get this top movie
award recently ... But nobody will
deny he exemplifies the peak of
American patriotism and sets an
example for all as he enters military training a buck private, leaving behind him at least a year of
his life as King of the Flickers,
with all that implies tossed aside
without a whimper.
Appointment of Vernon H. Black,
Mammoth Cave, to be superintendent of Cumberland Falls State
Park, announced last week, is a
step in the right direction . . .
Cumberland Falls is Kentucky's
greatest natural wonder, next to
Mammoth Cave, should become the
magnet for many thousands of
tourists each year under proper
management. Mr. Black becomes •
the first State Park superintendent
in Kentucky.
•
Henry Aaron and Si Williamson,
Hopkinsville businessmen and active members of the Rotary Club
there, journeyed to Princeton last
Monday night to make up their
attendance for the week . . . The
Princeton Rotary Club meets regularly Tuesday night. The visiting
Rotarians couldn't come back Tuesday, they said, because of a prior
engagement.
•
Bill Barnes says next time I put
her and Ken in this column, I must
furnish a secretary to answer her
phone . . . so many friends called
to ask about the eye on which her
young hopeful made a perfect hit
with his air pistol recently.

By G. M. P.

An original poem, dedicated to
the friends who owe for subscriptions and other things, from the
Woodford Sun, Versailles, follows:
Dear friends, the wolf
Is at the door;
He howls, and howls,
And then some more;
And yet, you know,
it is quite funny
How quick he'd leave—
If we had money!
Please don't send flowers
When we are dead—
Just send a check,
Right now, instead.
The check will give
Us happy hours,
While we could never
Smell the flowers!
Poetically (and trustingly)
The Woodford Sun.
•
Editor & Publisher, trade publication upon which most newspaper folk depend for much guidance, carries an advertisement in
the current issue headed "More
Humor and Less Blood." The piece
treats of so-called "comics" printed in the newspapers, principally
the dailies, and is right down
Pennyriler's alley.
•
For years I have deplored masquerade of the shoot-'em-up stripe
as humorous stuff for juvenile consumption . . . Editor & Publisher
calls these newer cartoons the
"murder, mayhem and arson"
strips ... and is exactly right . .
I have never read these to Larry,
Jackie and David, tho they, as
other kids, are avid followers of
the funnies.
•
And now we have so-called
"Comic" magazines, amplified and
enlarged reproductions of the
blood-and-thunder cartoons, which
treat the youngsters to all manner
of dare-devil and criminal exploits
of the impossible and lurid type ...
to no good purpose, I am certain.
•
But latterly, reaction has set in.
A good many parents have objected to these dime-novels-in-cartoonform, far worse than the Deadeye
Dick, Nick Carter Tip Top WeekHas of the generation to which I
belonged as a boy . .. and the reform of the funnies is on.
•
Comics should be funny and
youngsters, rightly seeking fun, are
entitled to it in their newspapers
.. . This paper will print no crime
cartoons masking as comics and
humorous entertainment for the
boys and girls . . . And, if enough
parents object, neither will the big
dailies.
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Big News For Refrigerator Buyers!
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NEW FORD RIDE
Slow wavy line shows how the Ford's sensational new "Slow-Motion Springs" smooth
out the Ride after ear travels over road bump.

before! Try it today!
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61,

6.2 Cu. Ft. Storage Space • 11.7
Sq. Ft. of Shelf Area •8 Lbs. of
Ice-80 Big Cubes -At One Time
• Fast Freezing Stainless Steel
Super-Freezer•All-Steel Cabinet
-1-Piece Porcelain Interior •
Automatic Interior Lighting •
Sealed-in-Steel G-E Thrift Unit.

est inside length!—greatest total seating width!—biggest doors and windows
and windshields! And there's thrilling new getaway.
And massive new beauty! But most important of all
the big news is the BIG NEW FORD'S sensational
new RIDE—a RIDE based on new SLOW MOTION
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before! —a RIDE made still softer, leveler, more quiet
by • dozen big changes throughout the car!
Here's the car of discoveries for '41! Here's the"BIG
One" for '41! Before you buy soy car—see and drive
the BIG NEW FORD! And get a great "deal" on
your old car!
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the way she arranges things.
And besides her traits of perI
sonality that make her a hostess
number 1, the food she dishes
By Jack Stinnett
out at her entertainment in luPowell
When fruit trees fail to deWASHINGTON — Secretary of only one of storage
emus quantities sufficient even
space and
velop properly and when the
Agriculture Claude R. Wickard disposal of
for eaters like Wilson Rout and
surpluses.
By John Selby
w. Carr, retired pros- John Mahan,
leaves are puny and yellow, the
and Federal Security Chief Paul
is several hundred
With the growers and reopen
an of Murray State points above par.
"The Hero In America," by Dixon
soil probably lacks sufficient niV. McNutt have a new worry— of perishables,
who depend so
"Grand Old Man" to
the potential shortage in skilled
Wecter; (Scribners: $3.50).
heavily on experienced manual trogen and phosphorous. So Prof.
esent students there.
NEWS BRIEF . .. Papa Daum,
farm
labor.
C. S. Waltman found in tests at
Perhaps
by
chance, Dixon Weesit last Thursday, at- proprietor of the spiffy new
I say "potential," but there are labor, the worry is something the Kentucky
ter's remarkable "The Hero in
Agricultural Exeducational confer- Princess Shoppe, appeared
for America" comes at exactly
already enough straws in the else again.
the
periment Station. Peach and
eted by Nichols, Dr. his opening last week in immaWickard
and
McNutt
time it is needed. This is an
already
wind to cause the gentlemen
ker and Company. As culate attire consisting of neat
apples trees set in defective soils
honest study of the hero in
mentioned and their staffs to have found the causes of the didn't
Looped, gray old wiz- dark suit, matching tie and
make much growth, and
mod- America, and not a collection
shortage
and
of
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determine
progres
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d
s est colored shirt and was gengive serious consideration to the
the trees were slender and yelsmart cracks; it seriously conthat
it Is likely to get worse.'
pay little attention to erally talked about all during
problem.
siders the growth, nourishing
lowish -green in color instead of
talk the much young- the day as the standout of
With the lend-lease bill al- First is the selective service prothe and usefulness of our national
deep-green. Lack of a proper
gram;
Second,
ess experienced edu- splendid reception committee,
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demand
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a
law
and money in the
I heroes, and does not try to tickle
for, and the high wages paid, supply of nitrogen and photoMISS RUTH E0013CUE (above), process of
ed out. He sat quietly, think, I have never seen happiappropriation to fithe malice of its reader. For
semi-skilled labor in the build- phorous
one of the thousands of young nance it, it seems certain
g at times, and his ness more evident than was miralso may have somethat ing
heroes do grow—or wane. They
and manufacturing trades.
act expression seemed rored in his expression when a
thing to do with fruit producmust be nourished. And they women who have gone to Wash- the united States is not only
There's
not
plans of the young steady throng of friends
a
young
farm
tion. Prof. Waltman's experiington lately to work in expand- going to become "the arsenal of
and can have use.
worker worth his salt who can't
oolnien had run thru strangers alike came to his
ments are reported in Bulletin
openToday, Mr. Wecter concludes, ing government offices, was democracy" but the bread-bas- handle a saw
thousand
and
times
hammer
ing
beand
a
to pause for awhile in frank our alleged
ket of a large portion of the
No. 410.
thinkers are about to missing, and her disapepara
Carr spoke not once admiration of the new shownce embattled world. Farm products most of them know enough medecide that our heroes are not
chanics to take their tractors.
puzzled her superiors at the air already are earmarked
open discussion, just place.
Now he's asking a recount.
for Great
jingoist symbols. The thinkers
cars and farm motors apart and
commanding respect
"wonder if something is not to corps section in the war depart- Britain, Greece, China and un- put them
together
again. As
life span of brilliancy
NOTEt3
occupied France. Spain and pos. Little Bill Glover, be said for the bitter,
but tonic, ment, where she was a clerk.
Wickard says, "That's all in any Do Postmen Read Cards?
. His greatness hovers pint-sized paper carrier here, is
Raton, N. M. till—A postcard,
taste of sacrifice. The prophets She is 22 and from Forest Grove, sibly some of the occupied coun- farmer's day's
work." So with
e goes and the prob- the best young authority
tries may have to be fed before
dropped into the mall without
on of intellectual youth have done Ore. Capitol authorities were
wages
in- long.
soaring at the construcyounger workers face sports in town. . . And a devout
an address, but giving details of
some recanting: Walter Millis vestigating.
faced and conquered Western fan ... Pryor McCollum
SO what? So those agricultural tion and industrial centers, it a awing club party on the corhas concluded that there are
has been almost impossible to
rand Old Man" years ain't so keen for his new sursections
not burdened with exrespondence side, was delivered
roads to war not paved by Mor- crown. Lincoln also did that,
keep 'em down on the farm.
1917 and the hectic rounding territory, being ,looatad
properly to the society editor of
gan dollars, while overseas John and his advantages over the cessive surpluses already are go• • •
pain - era of education near Harlan in a sort of backthe Raton Range.
Strachey has enlisted in the rather
.chilly Father of his coun- ing to have to hoe a row and
No
Farm
Determent
Carr once said he ex- woodsy camp with only a
,
few R.A.F. in the coming struggle for try is In his humanity—Mr. Wec- produce. Secretary Wickard says
While the 1917 draft took full ty, Ind., farm. Wickard wanted
really get down to fellow workmen for company
... power. Youth is still critical for ter thinks that Lincoln has the goups most likely to feel the cognizance
of the need for farm a young' man of ability and some
retired
from active Kongrats to "Sugar" Lester and war
he
hysteria—and indeed would grown at the expense, in a sense, pinch of skilled labor shortage labor, there was little reason
for experience to step in and help
Murray . . He was Bill Brown for recent success in one
wish to exchange youth's of Washington in the heart of first are the dairy farmers, the the present one to do so
when out. And it was weeks before the
en.
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America.
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.. Sarah Goodwin and Caroline vincial innocence
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as certainly as it did astonishingly shrewd. He might
from the draft boards than city about it, hasn't been determined
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for
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in g, youths.
England has almost be said to have debunked
The
young farmer of yet. Probably the first step will
g the first to go swim- lunch appointment at Wood's ... demonsrated that fact. And one the debunkers. If there are par- planting and harvesting probably
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to march on.
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Mr. Wecter's statement of the den appearance, and later fad- overs from last year's crops and
Because of these factors, many threatened shdrtage if this con-while the session progressed .
bumper cops in prospect, they
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Native Kentuckian
Chosen To Head
State School

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Grady Spiegel, Minister
(By Associated Press)
As we approach the anniverHerLexington, April 2—Dr.
Mary of our Lord's Resurrection
-old
man Lee Donovan, 54-year
there is need for much cultivastarted
native Kentuckian who
aim on our part in order to fitteaching school before he entingly enter into that rich and
tered college, was elected sixth
exalted fellowship. We need to
president of the 76-year-old Uni'humbly repent of our stria, reversity of Kentucky Tuesday.
.. affirm our allegiance to our
Donovan, who has been presi, Savior and His Church, and let
dent of Eastern State Teachers
-cur lights shine for Him in thie
College at Richmond 13 years, Is
dark old world. This "rightabout face" attitude on our part
to take over his new post "as
will be better prepare us for
soon as arrangements can be
completed," about July 1
Easter and for every-day living.
In this period of Preparation
He was chosen by the Board
- the First Christian Church ofof Trustees at a meeting in the
/ers to her members and to the
office of Dean Thomas Poe
and Cooper, who had been acting
quarters
entire community the following
crew
forward
Abandoned after a mysterious explosion ripped through her
south of Cape
services: Bible school for every
Cities Service Denver burned all day 80 miles
9:45 am.; tank compartments, the tanker
coast guards:4 age each Sunday at
crewmen were believed killed and 22 rescued by
Twenty
of/
Carolina.
North
Lookout
-morning worship next Sunday
tanker.
another
and
men
• . at 10:55— subject: "Hosanna";
Christian Endeavor at 6:15 p.m. terms of "Army." Night services cussed, special conferences were
-Ibr all children and young peo- are now at 7:30 . Come and held for each department of the
ple; evening worship at 7:15— worship with us. We wish to
Sunday School and goals set for
subject: "Spiritual Preparation thank all newspapers, churches,
this year. The regular Sunday
For Service" (and this begins a merchants and others who exwill
aeries of four evening services tended so many courtesies in School Associational Meeting
be next Sunday afternoon at the
on the theme of "My Task"— connection with our revival.
Harmony Church at 2:00.
please attend all four); MISThree Caldwell county 4-H
sionary society at the church
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
mid-week
pm.;
2:30
at
Monday
boys who kept farm accounts on
J. G. Cothran, Pastor
service Wednesday at 7:15, fol.,
their fathers' farms during 1940
Sunday school, 9:45; morning
San Francisco (A') — The "all
lowed by choir rehearsal at 8:00;
The
11:00, sermon clear" signal may safely be giv- have completed their books.
and the annual pre-Easter can- worship service,
March 18 to the
sent
Mexico,
were
in
books
travel
6:15;
auto
at
on
en
Union
Training
pastor;
on
dlelight communion service
Auto- Farm Economics Department of
Thursday night at 7:15. There evening worship service, 7:16, says the California State
another memorial service held sermon by pastor; Wednesday mobile Association. In 1937 an the Kentucky Agricultural Exestimated 1 00,00 0 Americans periment Station in Lexington,
-each year at this same time; night prayer meeting, 7:15.
The pastor will be back to be toured the southern nation via
namely in honor of the members
where they will be checked be-who have answered the death- with us Sunday in both services. Laredo, Tex., but uncertainties
being sent to Chicago to be
fore
Mexican
the
with
has
connected
the
church
of
wall since last Easter. This year Every service
oil
excampaign,
in the National Farm
us
be
Let
entered
presidential
there are six. These six families a definite purpose.
with
faithful to the whole church propriation, etc., have diminish- Accounting contest. Along
are specially invited.
the books, a story of each boy's
program. Visitors are always ed such travel since.
4-H club work and an analysis
welcome to worship with us.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
Brigadier General Willitm H. of each farm's business were
The Rev. John W. Dowdy and
METHODIST CHURCH
Mr. C. F. Barry were at the First Bisbee, the army's oldest retired sent to the contest.
W. Leroy Baker, Pastor
were
Sunday school, 9:45; Epworth Baptist Church on March 27 to officer, recently celebrated his: Completing this project
4-League meetings, 6:30; prayer conduct the special Sunday 101st birthday by taking his Willis K. Crawford, Jimmie MarSchool Associational Promotion- usual daily automobile ride. He tin and Albert Hartigan, who
. service Wednesday, 7:30.
A special message on Army al meeting. Tese two fine lead- retired in 1902, since which time have kept accounts for 3 years,
Day to the Legionaires Sunday ers conducted a program of in- he has lived in Brookline, Mass. 3 years and 2 years respectively.
Willis K. kept accounts on W. P.
morning. Everyone is invited. spiration and information on the
A single American manufac- Crawford's farm; Jimmie on
Our boys are going away to theme: Enlargement and Bible
training camps these days and Study for Evangslism. After the turer sold 2() million checker Ray B. Martin's farm; and Albert, on Henry J. Harigan's farm.
we cannot help but think in Platform of Progress was dis- boards in 1939.

VP)—D. L.
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at the meeting in
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Hugh Cherry, R. S.
C. C. Bishop.
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MALE HELP WANTED — Good
Watkins route open in Princeton
now for the right party. No car
or experience necessary. A chance
to make some real money. Write
J. R. Watkins Company, 70-90 W.
Iowa Ave., Memphis, Tenn. ltp
WANTED—First class barber for
union shop. Reasonable guarantee to start—Hotel Palmer, Pa2tc
ducah, Ky.
FOR SALE— Two used electric
washers.—McConnell Electric Co.
FOR SALE—Pansies in bud and
bloom, and a variety of hardy
plants. Easter plants also—A. M.
Harvill, Eddyville Road, phone
ltp
626.
FOR SALE— That good thick
buttermilk at 20c per gallon.—
Princeton Cream and Butter Co.

FOR RENT—Apartment, private
bath, gas refrigerator. Large bed
room with private bath.— Mrs.
tf
Saban Kevil, phone 3.

FRUIT — FRESH VEGETABLES — FRESH MEATS.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME.

FOR RENT-6-room apartment,
lower floor, lights, gas and bath.
Also garage. See C. T. Wood, 212
2tnp
West Market St.
FOR RENT — Furnished apartment, conveniently located, modern conveniences. — Miss Ivye
Conway, 315 N. Harrison, Call
Hp
113.
FOR RENT --- 2-room furnished
apartment, gas and water furnished.—W. W. White, 504 West 1
Market.

cosneCted with
cc Cann).
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Madison
Beech Creek, at

LOST—Man's size Waltham wrist
watch, leather band, on the
streets of Princeton Friday. Reward. — Mrs. R. P. Whittington,
ltnp
Kuttawa, Ky.

FREE! /f excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Heartburn, Gas Pains,
Belching, Bloating. Nausea, get
a free sample, Udga, at Dawson
pdmay16
Drug Store.
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Effective now, all classified ads
must be paid for when ordered,
except In cases of business firms
having regular advertising accounts with The Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
rule.

LOST—Between creamery and
Penney Co., Garland wftch, yellow gold, gold band, reward.—
ltp
Inez Boitnott.
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Top-Test sliced Pineapple featured in all Red Front Stores.

of their

Thrilling, isn't it, to see so
many stunning shoes at once
...and these are only a few
of the styles we have waiting for you here! SPECTATORS! SANDALS! BOW
PUMPS!SLIP-ON PUMPS!
OXFORDS! High to low
heels! Before you choose
spring shoes,come see these!
All sixes .Widths AAA to C.

We have these and many
other new Easter styles!

PRINCETON SHOE C
FiNE SHOES FITTED BY X-RA Y

Woman's Club To
Sponsor Box Supper

Dance Given By
Miss Blythe's School

A leaflet lust
Kentucky Collage re
gives remain
control of wildfire
leafspot of bur*
pies may be hm
agents or by eryitbi
lege at Letrigree.

d Mrs. W. 8. Ba'andon
e the marriage of their
A dance, sponsored by Jean
r, Francis, to James Gor- Blythe's dancing school was
ashville, which occurred
held in the basement of the
y 22 at the Madisonville Kentucky Utilities
building FriSt Church with the Rev. day night,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wynn,
March 28
Turner, pastor, reading
Eddyville, route 1, on the birth
attended
who
Those
included:
ceremony.
ring
le
Jean Carolyn Ratliff, Suzanne of a fine baby girl Saturday
bride was attired in a
Martha Jane Lester, morning, March 21. Both mothpowder blue with black Sparks,
well.
Lee
Evelyn
Cummins, Danelle er and daughter are doing
ies. The only attendants
Patty
Betty
Atkins,
Newman,
. and Mrs. Eldon Crews.
Gorman Is a graduate of Pickering, Dot Cash, Katherine
Cummins, Margaret June and
High School and is well
Elizabeth Shoulders, Marjorie
here. Mr. Gorman, son
Stembridge, Joe Lacy, Johnny
West,
Weldon
Mrs.
and
The Booklovers Club met at
Mow, Jimmy Williams, Jimmy
e, is connected with the
country home of Mrs. George
the
Hodge, Sanford Price, Wayne
•n OC Camp.
Chandler, Roger Whitton, Jack Harralson, "Greenacres," Friday,
Taylor, Bob Nuckols, and Ber- March 28.
nard Linton, all students of Miss
As program of entertainment,
Blythe's school; and guests,
Kenneth Barnes reviewed
Mrs.
Pruett
Noah
and Mrs.
Martha Littlepage, Wanda Wadflounced the marriage of llngton, Dotty Joiner, Allie But- Jan Btruther'a "Mrs. Minerva,"
aughter, Helen, to Elden ler, Mary Lee Dugan, Margaret followed by a luncheon, served
son of Mr. and Mrs. Evan Terry Davis, Mary King, John from a beautifully arranged taBeech Creek, at Madison- Coley, B. M. Stone, Paul Griffith, ble by hostess Mrs. Harralson,
ebruary 22, with the Rev. Billy Hodge, Ed Carter, Ken Vic- assisted by Mesdames Frank
Turner, pastor of the kery, Jim Keeney, Billy French, Wood, Duke Petit and Medley
iville Methodist Church, Norman Bromley, Phillip Mitch- Pool.
The following guests were presthe single ring cere- ell, Rumsey Taylor, Jr., Jimmy
Nichols,
Jones, Buddy Childress, Hugh ent: Mesdames Carl
bride was attired in a Lynn Jacobs, Sam Koltinsky, Jr., Duke Petit, Henry Sevison and
lue dress with black ac- Jack Gianzlini, Allan Watson and the entire membership of the
Booklovers Club.
s. The only attendants Otis Wood.
iss Frances Brandon and
The dance was chaperoned by
Gorman.
Mrs. Hubert Vickery and Miss
Crews is the only daugh- Blythe.
Mr. and Mrs. Pruett and
raduate of Butler High
Miss Millidene Kilgore was
She is well known among
honoree at a birthday party
unger people here. Mr.
given by her mother, Mrs. Layis a member of the
at her home here
n Police Department.
The Willing Workers class of man Kilgore,
A delicious
Crews is a graduate of the First Christian Church will Saturday, March 29.
a large
-Kirk High School and is entertain with a tea in honor of dinner was served to
folnoon,
at
of
guests
number
CC
d with the Princeton
Mrs. Se llie HarraL9on's 05th
lowed by an afternoon of games
birthday, Saturday afternoon,
and contests. Prizes were awardApril 5, from 9:30 to 5 o'clock.
ed to Melva Cummins and Ra's
friends
Harralson
All of Mrs.
leigh Gresham.
and
be
present
are invited to
Those present included Doroare urged to bring only good thy and Amanda Jean Terrell,
Tuesday Bridge Club held wishes and congratulations and Doris Hays, Melva Cummins,
kly meeting at the Prince- not gifts for the occasion.
Maxine Gray, Anna, Barbara and
tel with Mrs. R. S. MaMillidene Kilgore, Johnnie Mays,
dyville, winning both high
Donnie and Ronnie Gray, Paul
veling prizes. Mrs. Hugh
Martin, Billie and Raleigh Greswon second prize.
ham, Carl Terrell and Buddy
rs at the meeting inKilgore.
The Woman's Club will hold
Mrs. R. Roy Towery, Mrs.
ayden and Mrs. John Ed Its annual Jonquil Tea, Friday
Members present in- afternoon, April 4, at 2:30 o'clock
Mesdames B. L. Keeney, at the George Coon Memorial
Long, C. F. Engelhardt, Library. A diversified program
are
Graham, V. A. Phillips, will be given and members
guests
ugh Cherry, R. S. Mason entitled to invite two
each.
C. Bishop.

Booklovers Club
Met At 'Greenacres'

Mrs. R. Gayle Pettit, Jr., Battle Creek, Mich., and sister, Miss
Battle Lee Howard, Utica, Ky.,
spent the week-end with Gp.yle
Pettit and !finally.
• • •
• • •
Mrs. C. A. Klaproth and Mr.
rt Gresham, stationed in
Otto Lorenz, Chicago, visited Mr. the Panama Cana I one, will
and Mrs. C. C. Bishop Sunday spend Easter with his mother
and Monday.
here.
• • •
operation.
Mrs. Hulas Wynn and son,
I, were ni Princeton cm
Her
buiseas Saturday.
• • •
A clean garbage pall is essenMiss Dorothy White, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Shell White, tial to keeping flies and insects
hostess
was
t3tegar
A.
Mrs. J.
Friendship, spent last week-end out of the house. Line the pall
to the Gradatim Club at her with her parents. 8he visited with several thickness of news28,
with
home Wednesday, March
her grandparents, Mr. and um paper or a heavy paper sack.
19 members and two visitors Elbert Chlldress, Sunday. She is Scrub frequently with washing
present.
a student at Murray State Col- powder and boiling water and
rinse with more boiling water.
As program a biography of lege.
Winston Churchill was given by
Mrs. Harry Blades, Jr.
At close of the report refresh— and
ments were served In the dining
decy
beautifull
room which was
orated with flowers and candles.
The hostess was assisted by Mrs.
Robert Gayle Petit and Miss
Mary Wilson Eldred.
BY THE WEST'S GREAT STORY-TELLER!
The visitors were Mrs. J. C.
, I Gates and Mrs. W. C. Sparks.
The Woman's Club will sponsor an old fashioned box supper
and singing, at the George Coon
Library, Tuesday evening, April
8, at 7:30 o'clock. An evening of
fun is being planned by the
committee in charge, and the
proceeds will be used to augment
the club's funds for civic co-

Gradatim Club
Met With Mrs. Stegar

SUNDAY
—
MONDAY

Merry Maids Meet
With Miss Kevil

Miss Kilgore Honored
At Birthday Party

The Merry Maids' Club held
its regular meeting Tuesday
night at the home of Miss Kathryn Kevil, Hopkinsville Road
Miss Elizabeth Stevens presided
In the absence of President Mabel Johnston, who was ill.

Mrs. Harralson To
Be Honored At Tea

Woman's Club To
Give Annual Tea

TOPLAY- MOVIE MIRROR,
ALL'S, Other Leading

OWERS as a part
Spring -- FLOWERS
HER as an EASTER
orning Thrill

White scorpions cavort about
on a black crepe evening gown
and cape. Draped pieces are set
in over each arm, giving a sleeve
Wusion. A jeweled clip accents
the neckline.
Miss Katherine Kevil returned
Sunday night from a tour with
Stephens College students thru
14 western and northwestern
states.

Capitol

INDIANS!
ACTION!
DRAMA
ROMANCE!
ADVENTURE!
MASSACRE!
EXCITEMENT!
and a thrill
.spe..etaelsyOU II
•••
now twist

FOREST
THE
FIRE!

SATURDAY
9:45 A.M. ITL NOON

10c and 16c
NOON TIL 5 P.M.

10c and 22c
AFrER 5 P.M.

10c and 28c

with

ROBERT YOUNG • RANDOLPH SCOTT
DEAN JAGGER • VIRGINIA GILMORE
John Carradine • Slim Summerville
Chill Wills • Barton MacLane
Directed by FRITZ LANG
Asoociate Produod. Harry loo Broom
Scroon Ploy by Robert Corso.
A TWKNTEILTH CIN7'Uill• FOX PICT=

•

Here's a clinch
that makes kitatoryl
Leave it to Aim to
show George a thing

Plus! These Swell Shorts!
MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON IN COLOR
WORLD NEWS
TRAVELOGUE

—SECOND FEATURE!—
Twigs, sails and Imir
raisin action tar,
MY', rig'asisded
ise tbs range

Bargain Ticket
This Ticket and 38c
Will Admit 2 Adults
To See
"RIVER'S END"
THRILLING ADVENTURING IN
THE GREAT NORTHWEST!

ROSES
CARNATIONS
SNAP DRAGONS
EASTER LILIES

ii

• Gala Mid-Night Show
Saturday Nite - 11:15
BENEFIT GREEK WAR RELIEF

BOB HOPE.PAULETTE GODDARD

Potted Plants, 75c and Up

IN THE HILARIOUS COMEDY-THRILLER

Cineras
aster Lilies
Roses
ydranges
Combination Pans

A. H. TEMPLETON
Ay
S
(WE CLOSE AT NOON ON HOLIDAY

NIGHT
103W

ADMISSION -30c TO ALL
Entire Receipts From This Show Given to Greek War Relief Fund. Come
and Do Your Part to Help These Courageous Liberty-Loving People.

RIVER'S
E
DENNIS MORGAN
ELIZABETH EARL
•STErt,IDUNA
Nod*'Lowe
•:
-F.XTRA!-•

•MICKEY
ROONEY

Shirley
TEMPLE
— in —
"PARDON MY PUPS"

Lew,, StoPe ,
F $401.ion
Alin
''Rutherforil

The Lady Eve
SURE KNOWS HER APPLES!
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Commissioner's Sale
— -State of Kentuck-,
Caldwell Circuit k.surt.
In answer to a question of
Princeton Federal Savings and
whether it pays to keep cows to
Loan Association
Plff. furnish milk,
cream and butter
Vs.
for the family, it is stated in
L. E. Groom, Kathryn P. Groom
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Willie A. Groom
Deft.
circular "Make the Farm Feed
In SQUITY
By virtue of a judgment of the toe Family," that dairy products
Caldwell Circuit Court rendered for a family of five would coat
in the above entitled cause at $214.50 if purchased. These prothe Maroh term,„ 1941, the un- ducts include 1,460 quartz of
dersigned will on 3rd Monday, milk, 130 pounds of butter and
the 21at day of AprU, 1941, being 156 pounds of cottage cheese.
It is suggested that at least
County Court day, between the
hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m., at two cows be kept to provide dairy
the Courthouse door in Prince- products. There should be at
ton, Ky., proceed to expose to least four acres of pastures for
public sale to the highest bidder them, and four tons of legume
hay, such as alfalfa, leapedeza,
the following property:
A certain lot, piece or parcel soybean or clover, Then each
of ground being in Princeton, cow should have about 1,250
Caldwell County, Kentucky, and pounds of corn, oats or barley
particularly described as follows: or a combination of them.
Beginning at the Southwest having descended to Willie A.
corner of the intersection of Groom and L. E. Groom,
widow
South Jefferson Street and an and heir of M. J. Groom,
upon
alley lying between Washington the death of X J. Groom.
Street and the Illinois Central
Or so much thereof as will proRailroad right-of-way running duce the sum of approximately
thence with the South edge of $3,500.00, the amount so ordered
said alley in a westerly direction to be made. The purchaser will
about 220 feet, thence in a south- be required to give bond with
erly direction about 60 feet and good personal security for the
10 inches with the Eastern side, Payment of the purchase money,
thence at right angles running payable to the Master CommisIn a Easterly direction 220 feet sioner, bearing 6 percent interest
to the Wesern line of South Jef- from date until paid, having the
ferson Street, thence with same effect of a Judgment or Replevin
in a Northerly direction 60 feet bond, on which execution may
10 inches to the beginning.
issue at maturity, with a lien reBeing a part of same property served for the payment thereof.
conveyed to M. J. Groom by W. Said sale will be made on a
E. Mitcherson, Commissioner, by credit of 6 months.
deed dated June 15, 1896, and
Amy Frances Littlepage,
recorded in Commissioner's Deed
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
Book '•B," page 208, Caldwell Attorney C. A. Pepper.
County Court Clerk's office, same Princeton, Ky., March 29, 1941.

Crippled Children Need Drive
For Continuation of Assistance

Miss Ella Gardner, recreation
specialist for the United States
Department of Agriculture, will
be guest speaker at the annual
district meetings of the Kentucky Homemakers' Federation,
to be held April 28-May 3, it is
announced by Miss Myrtle Weldon, State leader of home demonstration work.
Meetings have been held over
the State to plan the year's
home demonstration program,
with county home agents, presidents of county homemakers'
associations, and chairmen of
State committees cooperating
Gas manufactured from diswitfi district presidents in developing he work. The commit- tilled t..oal or wood was used for
tees represented included citi- lighting in Richmong. Va., in
zenship, publicity, speakers' bu- 1803.

Gov. Keen Johnson and 4-year-old Fern Taylor, daughter
of Bert Taylor, Conkling, Ky, open the 1941 Kentucky
Society for Crippled Children campaign, April 2, with •
joint membership. Fern has been a protege of the Society
and the Kentucky Crippled Children Commission at Lexington's Good Samaritan Hospital for ten months. The
Society's goal is 50,000 members to aid Kentucky's 3,824
crippled youngsters on its waiting list.
Gov. Keen Johnson jumped in
his car and traveled a wet, early
morning road from Frankfort to
Lexington the other day to give
two hours of his time to the
Kentucky Society for Crippled
Children's annual Easter membership drive (April 2-13) by
snaking a recorded conversation
with a crippled child in the University of Kentucky broadcasting
studio. Later he hob-nobbed
with handicapped youngsters
from Lexington's Good Samaritan
Hospital.
Long interested in the social
problem presented by Kentucky's
15,000 indigent crippled children,
Governor Johnson, who headed
the society's 1938 drive as State
chairman, believes that attention
given crippled children will re14/11Ce the ultimate long-time cost
at the State as caring for disabled
adults.
'I Governor Johnson noted that
Kentucky's program in this field
has become nationally outstanding due to splendid co-ordination
of all State and private agencies
For Proof Of A Point
A Shoe Is Lost
Manhattan, Kas. VP)—A couple
of Manhattan men, walking
home one early morning, argued
whether a dark cluster in a tree
was an accumulation of old
leaves or sleeping birds. The fellow who argued for birds took
his shoe and heaved it. The birds
flew. But his shoe stuck in the
tree.
Happy Where He Was
Hutchinson, Kas. (W)—A Hutchinson reformatory parole violator says he was motivated by
a report that his wife was planning to take him back. That was
the last thing he wanted. So

ERE, is a tire entirely new—Firestone's
41 contribution to highway safety!
re's more of everything you NEED
1. tire — more non-skid safety, more
tection against blowouts, more inilenge
we've ever built into a tire — and at a
LOW Trade-In PRICE:
MORE
N -SKID SAFETY
he new Gear-Grip Tread
3,456 scientifically placed
-edged angles that wipe
road dry and grip it firmly
emergency stops and nond starts•
LONGER
N -SKID MILEAGE
he tread is flatter, wider,
per and made of a new type
rubber compound so tough,
durable that it adds
usands of safer miles to the
of the tire.
EATER PROTECTION
AINST BLOWOUTS
he new Safety-Lock, Gumpped cord body gives
eater protection against
"'outs.

reau and reading.
Plans also were made for the
summer homemakers' vacation
camps, which will be held as follows: July 1-4 at Quicksand for
the Mountain district; July 7-11
at Columbia Belmont Park on
the Ohio river for the Purchase
district; July 14-18 at the Blue
and Gray State Park in Todd
county for the Pennyroyal district; July 21-25 at the Blue and
Gray Park for the South Central district; July 28-Augus 1 at
Camp Kavanaugh at Crestwood,
for the North Central district.
A recreation and arts program
will be carried out at the camps,
with plenty of time for rest as
well as for amusement.

under the direction of the qualified professional organization, the
Kentucky Crippled Children
Commission, and its supporting
private agency, the Kentucky
Society for Crippled Children.
With State and Federal appropriations supplemented by the
society's funds, the commission,
since 1924, has held annual free
clinics throughout the State, has
15,274 records on file, has provided hospitalization, surgical
treatment, and corrective appliances for 7,822 cases at an approximate cost of $272 per case.
The commission's work is carried on in three hospital centers:
Ashland, Lexington and Louisville, supplemented by preliminary clinical and follow-up home
supervision throughout the entire
State.
In his fifteen-minute radio talk
to be released over every Kentucky station during the week of
April 6, Governor Johnson asks
State-wide support for the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children's membership drive and Seal
Sale which close Easter Sunday.

Small Man Wants Big Job
Alan Donelli, 155-pound halfback from Duquesne, may be a
candidate for Jock Sutherland's
Brooklyn Dodgers football team
next fall. He would be one of the
smallest players in the pro ranks.
Physical disabilities have caused the rejection of about 44 per
cent of the men called for duty
under the draft, according to
Col. L. G. Rowntree, chief of the
Selective Service Board's medical
division. The principal cause for
rejection was defective teeth.

Amazing Bargains! Wm Valuable Prizel
We're offering you special "Star" values of
Mc ILESSON'S drugs and toiletries. Trustworthy, quality products, at bargain prices!
AND you have•chance to win a valuable
prize in•fun-to-do,simple-as-pie "dot"co
test. COMB IN TODAY!

AND GET OUR

VERYWHERE in America the big swing's to
E
Dodge. For Dodge offers Fluid Drive—plus the
six other famous Dodge features—at prices so
low any car-buyer can afford to buy this car of
the year—and few can afford not to.
This hew Dodge makes it a Fluid Driving
future—and you'll understand why the first minute you're behind the wheel. Once you Fluid
Drive through traffic and over hills and highways
—slow or fast, even stopping, without constant
shifting of gears—you'll be talking about this
new Dodge Fluid Drive as eagerly as your neitthhors. Keep pace with motoring progress. See
your Dodge dealer today. Go for a ride that
will reveal the marvels of Dodge Fluid Drive.

LIBERAL TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE
-----

Moo is Doe rode slobrorod pd.end Inched** off rodoral tons. and a/ oforeelord souksmoor Tronaportatton, st.t• and local isss•(ifany). •stro Proof dIrootiossol odsloolo.
tiro* 1 slifht users oust Fluid Driso 855 osfro. Soo
aunompor &fords and whits.
your Dowdy* dodder for gutsy Soodys4 torso. Proust otaxioat to <Jonas onirlsoef motlo.

Rowland Motor Co.
South Jefferson Street
Princeton, Ky.

Thursday, April 3, 1

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky.
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13 More Called To Simmons Announces
Take Physical Tests Greek Benefit Show

Eddyville-Cadiz
Road Contract Let

Big Crowd Gives Public Asked To Give
Send-Off To April Financial Aid To
Heroic People
Selectees

Five Counties In This
District Get H i.g hway Improvements

The State Highway DepartA benefit show for the Greek
Homer &earth, Cecil Sigler,
ment let contracts Monday for
Willie Stromatt, Albert Bottnott, War Relief Fund will be preroad projects in five counties of
Lee Carter Gresham. Roy Camp- sented at the Capitol Theater
the First diatrict, including the
bell, Hume Harrington, Frank Saturday night at 11:15 o'clock,
Eddyvlile-C
adiz "011ie James
local
chairSimmons,
Elmer
Brown,
J.
Leonard
Thos.
Hardrick,
Highway."
Owen
Lane
Lynch, Ira Lewis and
man, announced Monaay.
have been notified to appear for
The five contracts were award"The Cat and the Canary," a
the
under
physical examinations
ed to low bidders as follows:
comedy-mystery drama starring
Selective Service, Dr. W. L. Cash Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard,
Lyon—Limestone or gravel agsaid Wednesday. Examinations has been scheduled for this spegregate surfacing of 12.774 miles
will begin Friday.
of the Eddyville-Cadir road; R.
cial show. In addition a Merrie
Willie Rice and Maynard Clark, Melody cartoon in technicolor
B. Tyler & Co., Louisville, $65,colored, were notified to appear and a 2-reel comedy will be
368.25.
Trigg--Waterbound macadam
also, and a colored selectee, Har- shown.
vey Gray, will be inducted April
surfacing of 6.788 miles of the
Entire receipts from this show
13, replacing a member of the Will be given to the Greek War
Cadiz-Eddyville road; R. E, Gadfirst April contingent who failed Relief Fund and every item of
Eileen O'Hearn, pretty bra- die & Co., Bowling Green, $82,to qualify at Louisville this week. expence in connection with the nette, is making a quick jump 335.45.
A total of 13 was inducted show is being donated with Par- from a job behind a typewriter
Hickman—Brige over the Illlfrom Caklwell county Sunday as amount Pictures furnishing the to one in front of a movie ca- noLs Central railroad crossing on
one of the largest crowds to as- feature picture, Warner Broth- mera. Until last week a steno- the Mayfield-Clinton road to resemble for a contingent depart- ers the short features, the Capi- grapher with the Los Angeles, place old overhead; R. L. Fraser
ure gathered at the railroad sta- tol Theater its services, and the Calif., Times, she holds a con- & Co., Kevil, $38,118.11.
tion here. Among well withers local newspapers giving public- tract with a film studio. Miss
Carlisle-Ballard — Bituminous
were more than 100 Princeton ity. Admission price of Be for °Hearn, formerly of Kansas surfacing of 8.731 miles of the
and county citizens, including all seats will be charged.
City, Mo., has acted in college Bardwell-Paducah road; R. B.
church representatives, parents,
Tyler as Co., 9,24,751.21.
In regard to the show Mx. and community theaters.
friends, and city officials.
U. 8.-80 probably will be closed
Simmons made the following
to traffic from Frankfort to
statement: "T he couragecTus
Shelbyville next Monday to enstand the liberty-loving Greeks
able the improvement program
have made against the Axis
to be carried out, State Highway
pewens has won the admiration
Dorothy Lester, daughter of Engineer H. Cutler said.
of all of us. However they need
more than our admiration. They Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Lester and a
need our financial help to carry junior at Butler High School,
on. This special show affords won third place honors at a reFuneral services were held citizens of Princeton opportuni- gional speaking meet at Murray
Sunday afternoon for August ty to give this financial aid and, State College, Saturday, March
Zurmuehlen, who died Friday. at the same time, enjoy one of 29, in the discussion contest.
March 21, at his home in Fre- the top-notch mystery comedies Her rating was excellent. Bobby
donia, at the First Presbyterian of the past year. I sincerely hope Dugan, who was chosen along
Church there, with the Rev. J. our citizens will generously sup- with Miss Lester to represent
T. Spaeth, as.sisted by the Rev. port this special show so that Princeton at Murray, was unable
L. Layman, officiating.
we may make a creditable con- to participate because of illness.
Mr. Zurmuehlen was a native tribution to this worthy cause."
The registered Jers,:y herd
Football teams meeting the
of Germany but had made his
home at Fredonia for years.
University of Alabama next sea- owned by the West Ken.ucky
Goes To Arkansas
Besides his widow he is surson are apt to run into double Experiment Sub-Station scored
vived by two children, Margaret
William H. Wilson left here trouble from the Hutson family. highest in average production
and Fred H. Zurmuehlen, Evans- Monday morning for Arkansas, Rob and Ray Hutson, younger among Caldwell county herc:s for
ville, Ind.
where he has accepted employ- brothers of Don, are outstanding March, according to the Dairy
ment on a twice-a-week news- candidates for the tailback spots Herd Improvement Association
test. The herd, with one cow
The United States has 2,384 paper in Dallas county and a in the Crimson ,lineup.
dry in a total of 15, averaged
communities with poptilations of weekly in Calhoun, as reporter
2,500 to 10,006.
577 pounds of milk and 33.4
and advertising solicitor.
pounds of butterfat an animal.
.,..ullEraejaramaaare
r"I"'
r
rzy
,
r 'Pr' •
•
•
The Tistered Guernsey herd
is
owned by W. C. Sparks with 19
cows all in coil, averaged 584
pounds of milk and 21.6 pounds
of butterfat to score second.
Stella, a grade Guernsey owned by Clift BretheTs, was high
cow of the mont.,ts with production of 1330 p3unds of milk,
testing 4.1 percent, yielding 652
pounds of butterfat in 25 days.
A total of six cows in Caldwell
herds produced above 50 pounds
of butterfat during March and
We are receiving carload shipments every week so be sure to see us for
14 produced between 40 and 50.

DON'T TAKE QUALITY FOR
GRANTED—KNOW WHAT
YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY.
COMPARE—CONVINCE
YOURSELF THAT PENNEY'S
VALUES ARE GREATER!

FROCKS

29C

August Zurmuehlen

Sub-Station Herd
First In Production

Clift Bros. Guernsey
High Cow In March
Test

JACIEL
Toilet Soap
Excellent hard water soap.

agents for Oliver, Avery, Blount, Minneapolis-Moline, Implements
Tractors and Combines.

Disc Harrows
Get our special prices on tractor and horse drawn disc harrows. We can
save you money.
USED AND RECONDITIONED IMPLEMENTS
I—Farmall tractor with cultivator 1—cultivator
is

2—tractor disc harrows

2—mowers

I—wheat drill

2—corn planters

1—tractor disc plow
ALL IN GOOD CONDITION.SEE US FOR USED IMPLEMENTS. WE'RE

Blankets
50c

Size
72x84

WOMEN'S SEERSUCKER

House Coats
for Spring

IN HOPKINSVILLE,IT'S ...

Cavcct7dYcst
,,

Bright
Colors

10c
15c
10
02c

PANTIES
WOMEN'S RAYON

PANTIES__

TERRY WASH

CLOTHS_

NOVELTY

Tea Aprons
Fast
Color

rya..
AI

THICK 'N THIN

8 New

Plain Rayon

,Styles

33c

Will Not
Blip At
Seams

Wastl

7,r7 r f7A7`.

.e

MEN'S FAMOUS

OX-HIDE

Men's Rockford Type

WORK SOX

OVERALLS
SANFORIZED
SHRUNK

79c

BOYS' ... 59c

White
Combination 5C
of
Pr.

Blue
and
Brow::

Men's DRESS HOSE, pr. Sc

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY:
George 0. Eldred

FOR COUNTY JUDGE:

Terry Towels

COMPARE THIS ONE!

Limited
Amount5C

ONE GROUP
YOUNG MEN'S

*a.

Wto te
Colored
Borders

-

SUITS
RE-GROUPED & RE-PRICED

to $12.00
Good values and savings for
every
one. Broken sizes. Don't wait! Be
here first!

CHLDREN'S

Gayle Pettit

Sanforized Shrunk

Hyland Mitchell

Play Suits

W. Otho Towery
Sipe
FOR JAILER:
John (Johnnie) Herron
J. Elbert Childress
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY:
FOR JAILER:
J. Luther Sigler

g I Try Leader Want Ads

to 8

49c

Blue,
Grey,
Stripe.

churc
.rs of Princeton's
person possible —
Church,
. Christian
MeOgden
Chard),
.
t Church, Cen-

WOMEN'S THREE-THREAD
CREPE FULL FASHIONED

indoors, in
auditorium.

the

s Warned To
licenses

55c

New
Spring
Shades
Pr.
ornaterecgro•

Fast Color—Sanforized
MATCHED UNIFORMS
PANTS-9S

SHIRTS-79c

Set for $1.77
This is one we cannot

buy
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Silk Hose
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Silk Reinforced
Heel and Toes
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ABSORBENT
The Leader is authorisca to announce the following candidacies
for county offices, subject to the
0 decision of the voters of Caldwell county in the primaries of
Saturday, Aug. 2, and the general election, Tuesklay, Nov. 4,
1941:

•
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9
•
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WE HAVE BROADBENT'S, MEACHAM'S, and FUNK'S HYBRID CORN
(SEALED BAGS AND CERTIFIED)
Both yellow and white varieties.

, •1` ,, ,

Buy
Now!

•

ANKLETS

Wrap
Styles

SEED CORN

Hybrid Seed Corn

'77.3fFITEZ.sJssin

BATH MATS

GIRLS' & WOMEN'S

66Zipper

"F

All
Sizes

GIRLS' RAYON

Stitched
Ends

A

I3c„.

SETS
88e

FOR SHERIFF:

01.1 ,

Cut

Mmmiumommmmim.M.I.MMUNSIMMINWMOuww.m.m4

and other field seeds.
BEANS

93c

SINGLE COTTON PLAID

A set of books on Negro life
was donated to Dotson High
School by Dr. B. L. Keeney this
week. The set includes 16 books
on various phases of Negro education.

Joe E. Cummins

PEAS

MEN'S
Full

and Easter ni
Olive Seaton,
::G, Cothran Rev. A. D. S
Spiegel, Rev. E. E. Dig.

carefully rehearWier presentation, in

SHIRTS — SHORTS

One Time Hot Shot!

J. Gordon Ltsanby

KOREAN LESPEDEZA
SWEET CLOVER
CLOVER
ALFALFA
RED TOP

PRINTS
10C Quality

BLANKETS
Compare this one
Never again at
this low price

stadium
The sunrise se.
to be present.
will consist
unite,
here will
band, songs by the schi

do Church, Cumchurch
Presbyterian
sod

New
Spring
Patterns

INDIAN DESIGN

DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY:

We still have good stocks on

NEW FAST
COLOR

FANCY

TRADING EVERY DAY—WE MAY HAVE JUST WHAT YOU WANT.

FIELD SEED

quality shirts
A real buy for any man

Don't wait ... the amount is limited.
Be here early for your rug at this
low price. Now is the time to brighten up your kitchen.

Natural

50c

cludes better

$2.77

Books For Dotson High
Donated By Dr. B. L. Keeney

POLITICAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS ;

This group in-

9xI2

your farm supplies.

We are

Dress Shirts

RUGS

Farm Needs of All Kinds

Farm Implements

MEN'S FAST
sli
sCrajOgi COLOR

KITCHEN

Cavce-Yost Co.
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